
Resideo Q340A and Q390A thermocouples are the perfect choice for easy 
installation and reliable performance. Built for long service life, Resideo 
thermocouples are available in a variety of lead lengths to help you meet the 
needs of any situation. Plus, they feature a push-in clip, split nut and adapter 
assembly for easy pilot burner installation.

THERMOCOUPLES
Continuous Operation



Q340A And Q390A Thermocouples

Easy installation is just the beginning. Resideo thermocouples help you spend 
more time working productively and less time handling callbacks, because 
they’re built to work, day in and day out.

APPLICATION AND INSTALLATION FRIENDLY

The Q340A and Q390A thermocouples generate a thermoelectric current 
that senses a pilot flame on gas-fired heating systems. For easy pilot burner 
installation, the Q340A and Q390A come with a push-in clip, split nut and an 
adapter assembly. Each also comes with a male nut connector for Pilotstat® 
safety control power units and are available in a variety of lead lengths.

TWO GREAT CHOICES

The Q340A is a premium thermocouple with the long life and durability that 
your customers demand. Built with a maximum amount of copel, the Q340A 
will provide long-lasting service that reduces callbacks and keeps your 
customers happy.

For situations where a utility grade thermocouple is 
the best solution, the Q390A is the right choice. It’s 
an ideal thermocouple for yearly service contract 
applications and budget-concious customers.

Resideo Reliability
When the name on the thermocuouple is Resideo, 
you know it’s a dependable product. Resideo 
products have a long history of quality and long-
term performance that makes a positive impact 
on your bottom line. You’ll know you have the right 
product to install, that you can install it quickly and 
that its reliable performance will reduce callbacks. 
That’s dependability. That’s Resideo.

MODEL
LEAD LENGTH

(INCH) (MM)

Q340A1066 18 457

Q340A1074 24 610

Q340A1082 30 762

Q340A1090 36 914

Q340A1108 48 1219

Q340A1046 24 610

Q340A1053 30 762

Q340A1061 36 914

Q340A1095 18 457

Q340A1103 48 1219
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